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Extended Abstract
Successful deployment of knowledge-based systems in design is very limited. It has
been suggested that one reason for this is that models of design have focused upon
what machines can do and not on how designers actually design. [1]. The Cognitive
Engineering Research Programme launched by the UK’s Economic and Social
Research Council in 1995 is seeking to achieve this goal by developing a better
understanding of how we should design interactive systems through studying people
and organisations. Oxman [2] offers an approach to this through the development of
an integrated understanding of design theory, cognitive science and computing. This
paper describes work which attempts to address some of the issues above by studying
concurrent engineering designers to identify (some of) the dynamics of the concurrent
design process and examine ways in which these might be captured in computational
approaches to support design activity.

Design can be considered as consisting of two distinct tasks: the analysis task
generates a formal design specification from an informal problem description; the
synthesis task entails the generation of a design solution from the formal specification
[3]. Concurrent design seeks to incorporate a number of different product life-cycle
perspectives at the product design stage; commonly, these include design for market,
cost, manufacture, assembly, maintenance, material recylclability, energy efficiency,
and other perspectives [4]. Concurrent design is characterised by an iterative process
of ’propose-critique-negotiate’ both at the stage where a (revised) conceptual design
is arrived during analysis and in the detailing of that conceptual design during
synthesis [5].

In earlier work with concurrent designers we have developed a knowledge model to
guide knowledge engineers in the development of design support systems [5]. Those
studies revealed the need to examine computational techniques which allowed ways
of implementing support systems which capture some of the dynamics which
characterise concurrent design. To achieve this we propose an agent-based approach
which features human/agent interaction, and specifically, human control of adjustable
agent autonomy as an essential property of a system which seeks to support
concurrent design. In examining support for implementationthis paper will focus on
the sub task of negotiation.

We have examined existing approaches to supporting agent-based negotiation. The
spectrum of computational approaches to negotiation includes systems which focus
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on providing support for human negotiation through to systems which seek to
implement autonomous agent-based negotiation. We have been able to exclude many
negotiation systems which, whilst valuable in other contexts, do not capture
negotiation as witnessed in concurrent design e.g. by depending upon central
arbitrators or mediators. For other systems [6,7,8] we identify ways in which it is
possible for humans to adjust the autonomy of an agent capable of negotiation.

Negotiation systems are characterisable by their fundamental assumptions. For
example, negotiating agents may be assumed to be co-operative. But, in concurrent
design, the degree of cooperativity/hostility can be creatively varied. In other
negotiation systems agents are debarred from altering their beliefs/goals. Such
systems leave human users to determine agent goals and change them in the event of
unresolved conflict. Thus, in addition to being able to vary agent autonomy within
any one approach to negotiation, it is also possible to determine agent autonomy by
selecting/swapping one approach to negotiation over another.

We identify the extent to which current computational models of agent-based
negotiation fall short of capturing concurrent negotiation behaviour and point to areas
in which research is need.
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